Tour Options
Half-day Tours

Tour guides are available in the following languages:
Czech, Danish, Dutch, English, Finnish, French, German, Italian, Japanese,
Mandarin, Norwegian, Polish, Portuguese, Russian, Spanish, Swedish, Turkish
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Tour 1 – Riga City Sightseeing Tour

The tour begins from your hotel or the festival office of the event in direction of
the Old Town, first referred to in chronicles in 1201. It starts by passing pedestrian
Kalku Street with Livu Square and its medieval buildings and continues to Small and
Great Guild Houses, Dome Cathedral, Stock Exchange Building (Riga Boerse), Riga
Castle, St. Peter’s Church, then passing Latvian National Opera House and the city
canal. The tour continues by walking to the Art Noveau District, included in the
UNESCO architecture values list.
Length of Tour:

4 hours

Guide: ideally 1 guide for a group of 35 persons

100,-€/group

Optional Entrance fees:
Dome Cathedral

5,-€/person

Riga Art Nouveau Museum

6,-€/person

Art Museum Riga Boerse

8,-€/person

St. Peter’s Church Tower

10,-€/person
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Tour 2 – Latvian Ethnography Open-Air Museum

The tour to Ethnographical Open Air Museum starts from your hotel and it takes 20
minutes to drive through the city centre to the 100 hectares Ethnographical Open
Air museum, featuring 18th century rural life in Latvia, with almost 100 traditional
countryside buildings including farmsteads, churches, windmills, and fishing
villages, which have been moved here. The visit is organised to give a good
impression of varieties of Latvia’s 4 regions – Kurzeme, Zemgale, Latgale and
Vidzeme and is a useful supplement to the modern architecture of Riga city center
to see how Latvia looked more than a century ago. The museum is located at Lake
Jugla.
Length of Tour:

4 hours

Guide*

98,- €/group

Transportation:

265,- € / group (45 person coach)
195,-€/group (14 person coach)

Entrance Fee:

6,- € / person

*ideally 1 guide for a group of max. 35 persons
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Tour 3 – Canal Tour

Enjoy an unforgettable tour with one of the wooden boats on the Riga canal around
the Old Town and discover the city from another point of view. In romantic
atmosphere you will see different Old Town pictures with parks, bridges and historical
buildings passing by.
Length of Tour:

ca. 50 min.

Maximum size of group:

18 persons

Guide:

75,- €/group

Transportation:

265,- € / group (45 person coach)
195,-€/group (14 person coach)

Entrance Fee:

18,- € / person
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Tour 4 – River Cruise on the Daugava

During 1 hour boat trip on the river Daugava you will have a possibility to enjoy
panorama of the city from a different point of view and to have a little insight in the
everyday life of the Riga harbor.
Length of Tour:

Appr. 1 hour

Maximum size of group:

150 persons

Guide:

75,- €/group

Transportation:

265,- € / group (45 person coach)
195,-€/group (14 person coach)

Entrance Fee:

8,- € / person
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Tour 5 – Jurmala Sea Resort

The tour to Jurmala starts in Riga from your hotel and it takes 20-30 minutes to drive
to the Baltic Sea Coast and the vibrant Latvian sea resort, famous for its numerous
fantasy-like wooden summer houses, its over 40 km of great sandy beaches and the
SPA`s and health temples which are facing the white beach. This is the place where
historically the rich and the aristocracy have come for more than a century, enjoyed
the calm tranquility of this place and took a walk next to the beach with chance of
finding amber.
Length of Tour:

4 hours
(also available as full day tour)

Guide:

100,- €/group

Transportation:

265,-€/group (45 person-coach)
195,-€/group (14 person-coach)
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